
Win a trip to Antarctica!
INCENTIVE

The Great Chimu

The Great Chimu Sale is now on!  
SAVE up to 45% with exclusive trade offers on over 25 ships and 400 itineraries

PLUS - 8 lucky travel advisors will be heading to Antarctica next season onboard the Ocean Endeavour!

Think Antarctica - Think Chimu!

Sell chimu! dress to impress!
Best dressed store .
Dress your store up in Antarctica theme that 
includes Chimu branding, and the best dressed store 
will win a berth to Antarctica

Sell Chimu - Experience Antarctica.
Our 5 top sellers, plus 2 randomly drawn winners* 
who sell chimu between 9 Jan – 20 March 2023
will be heading south for the trip of a lifetime!

All you need to do is

BEST OF ANTARCTica 
11 Days - departing 2023/24 seasonPOINTS PER PASSENGER

What you will win!

Ocean Endeavour (OE) 4

             OE Photography Program 0.5

             OE Kayak 0.5

White Desert 4

Signature South America 3

Polar (Antarctic or Arctic) Expeditions/cruises 2

Sth America cruise 2

Chimu Scenic Flights 1

For all the tools you need to sell, visit  www.chimuadventures.com/en-au/inca 

For more information or to book, email agents@chimuadventures.com
Terms & conditions: Top 5 scoring agents will win a spot as well as 2 randomly drawn winners Prize is awarded to the individual not transferrable within a store. Incentive only applicable to new bookings confirmed in the incentive 
period (09 JAN – 20 MAR 2023).Prize is not transferrable. Winners must accept their position and pay 50% flight cost by April 30, 2023. Winners are subject to approval from their own network before prize confirmation 
Winners must be still working as front-line retail travel staff at time of travel. To qualify an individual agent must have achieved a minimum of $30,000 gross sales and 4 customers within the incentive period. Credits / Re-Bookings 
do not count towards points tally. Prize is only valid on Ocean Endeavour famil voyage as stipulated by Chimu Adventures. There can be a maximum of one winner from a store. 


